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Field Force
Newton's Law of Universal Gravitation says that every object in the universe
attracts every other object. The force pulling them together is given by the equation:

In this equation, m1 and m2 are the masses of the two objects (in kg), and r is the distance, in meters,

between the centers of the two objects. G is a special constant: G = 6.67×10-11.

So, for example, I could use the law of universal gravitation to find my weight, the force of gravity between
me and the Earth. The distance from me to the center of the Earth is equal to the radius of the Earth,
6.378×106 m. My mass is about 6×101 kg. The mass of the Earth is 5.98×1024kg. So:

Notice that, as expected, this is the same as what I would get by multiplying my mass by g = 9.8. I would
type the expression into my calculator using the EE key ("2nd-," on most TIs):

(6.67E-11)(6E1)(5.98E24)/(3.378E6)²

You don't have to do out the scientific-notation arithmetic by hand; please use a calculator. However, you
should be able to do a quick estimate of the size of the result, to check the calculator. For example, I expect
my result here to have an exponent of approximately -11 + 1 + 24 - 2 * 6 = 2, which agrees
with what I got.

. 1 Find your weight in the same way that I did above, using the Law of Universal Gravitation and the
mass of the Earth instead of just the constant g = 9.8. You can convert from pounds to kilograms
using the fact that one pound is .454 kg.

. 2 Using the handout "Solar System Data", find what your weight would be at the surface of at least
three other objects in the solar system. This is just like what you did in the first problem, but using the
radius of the object and the mass of the object from the chart.



. 3 a) The distance between an object and the object it orbits around is given as the "orbit radius" in the
chart. How far away is the Moon from the Earth?

b) What force is the Moon exerting on you right now? Is it enough to be noticeable in comparison to
the force from the Earth?

. 4 a) What force does the Sun exert on Pluto? This force is what keeps it in orbit.

b) When Neptune and Pluto are both on the same side of the sun, how far apart are they?
Hint: You know the distance that each is from the sun.

c) Calculate the gravity force exerted on Pluto by Neptune when Neptune is at this closest distance to
Pluto.

d) Do you think the force from Neptune is big enough to make a noticeable difference in Pluto's
orbit?

Hints and Answers:
1, 2) Your answers will vary according to your weight. Follow what I did above.
3) a) The distance here is how far away the Moon is from the earth. This would be the orbit radius of the
moon in your chart: 3.84×108 m
4) The sun exerts a force of 4.819×1016 N on Pluto; Neptune, a force of 4.31×1013 N. In the exact
calculations of astronomers, this difference in force, about 1/1000 of the force from the sun, is big enough
to be easily noticeable. Actually, it was irregularities in Neptune's orbit that were what led to the search for
Pluto in the first place.


